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Physical therapy may help delay the decline of motor skills in
people living with Parkinson’s disease.
Parkinson’s disease, a degenerative brain condition, presents with
a number of signs and symptoms. Tremors are the most prominent
sign of the disease. While other movement related signs and
symptoms exist, others related to the mind (thinking) and mood
(depression) are invisible.

program. A special one that we use at Be Fit is a bodyweight
support treadmill that can help those who fear falling. It also helps
those who have weakness in the lower extremities until they build
up sufficient strength.

Physical Therapy focuses on rehabilitation of muscles and other
soft tissue. Thus, it improves the motion-related symptoms
of Parkinson’s—muscle rigidity, unstable posture, and slow
movement. This is especially possible in the early stages of the
disease. A physical therapist can also train patients in the proper
use of walkers, canes, etc.
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Workshops
Saturday, Feb. 9, at 10 – 11 a.m.

The Keys to
Worry-Free Knees

Through physical therapy programs, people living with Parkinson’s
can improve their balance, proprioception (movement selfawareness), and range of motion. Along with this comes the
confidence in movement and doing daily activities—and even
improved mood.
Physical therapy treatments will differ according to the patient.
Common interventions include a supervised rehab exercise
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Rev. Jesse Jackson, Sr., announced in November that he is living
with Parkinson’s Disease. While he put off getting checked out by his
doctor, he said, “I must make lifestyle changes and dedicate myself
to physical therapy in hopes of slowing the disease’s progression.”

Saturday, Feb. 16, at 10 – 11:30 a.m.

Introduction to The
MELT Method

Mary Lou and Family vacationed in Cancùn
recently. Gee, we could use some of that
weather right now!

Rethinking Routine For Wellness
T h e r e a r e N o B a r r ie r s

Fun Fitness Ideas
It’s tempting to get in a fitness rut or
to stop being active when life gets in
the way. To move forward, find a new
path with fun activities. See how the
following activities strike you. What
others can you brainstorm?
• charity race
• roller skating
• dance class
• on-demand exercise tutorials
• competitive leagues
• jumping rope

The new year symbolizes new possibilities.
Is your resolution to get more active
physically? Here’s some food for thought.
Make plans. Join a gym. Eat right. Sure, do
all of that.
And when life gets in the way, or
commitment wanes, rethink routines and

change. Think fun. Gossip and guffaw on
walks with friends. A rainy day may mire
workout plans. Change it up! Make the
living room a Zumba class on-demand.
There are no barriers.
When work and life demand more time, be
gracious to you. When routine becomes a
bore, have fun. Take up ballroom dancing

One of the studies based on the people participating in the program
revealed that they used a varied mixture of physical activity and
moderate eating in order to keep the weight off.

High-Intensity Interval Training
What do you think of when you hear high-intensity interval training?
Maybe glossy images of the svelte, ripped, and fabulous on
Instagram. Or maybe of a bulky guy tossing around a jumbo tire.
But you don’t have to enroll in HIIT to get its considerable benefits.
And for goodness’ sake, you don’t have to be an Instagram model!
How to do HIIT: While out biking, walking, etc., increase physical
effort for a duration, and do so intermittently. So, during a
40-minute bike ride, go normal speed for 7 minutes, and then
pedal at a greater speed for 3 minutes.

• jujitsu

AARP says there a number of benefits demonstrated by research:

• self-defense class

•	Boosted testosterone of men in their 60s who exercise regularly
on a bike

or salsa lessons. Skip the rhythm of
routine one day. Stomp boredom away
with Dance Dance Revolution. Take a night
and play Twister.
There are no barriers. Just do. It’s time to
get fit. You were made to move. Do what
works for you.

Dieting? How Do You Measure Up?
Have you heard of the National Weight Control Registry (NWCR)? It’s
a repository of research of people who have lost at least 30 pounds
and kept it off for at least a year. A summary of stats may serve as a
measure for one’s own efforts to maintain a healthy weight.

Fitting Fitness Into Life

activity approaches. Yet, no matter what combination of eating and
exercise people settled on, those who lost weight and kept it off
were consistent in their efforts. Some key findings include:
• 98 percent of people listed in the registry changed how much
they ate.
• 94 percent got more active, and most of them chose walking as
the preferred physical activity

Published in a 2014 issue of the Journal of Physical Activity &
Health, the article also covered what led to regaining weight. It
turned out that most weight was regained when people cut back
drastically on the things that led to their weight loss.

• 90 percent exercise about an hour per day on average

Some people right away found an approach that worked, and
they stuck with it. Others had to develop different diet and physical

• 55 percent used a program to help with weight loss

• 78 percent eat breakfast every day
• 75 percent weigh themselves at least once per week
• 62 percent watch less than 10 hours of TV per week
• 45 percent lost weight without the aid of a program

• Increased protein (fuel) for mitochondria (the cell’s energy engine)
in people aged 65 to 80 who did HIIT walking and biking
•	Burned belly fat of sedentary women who did 20-minute
sessions.
• Of 5000 people with heart disease, those doing HIIT fared
comparatively better at avoiding complications
• Middle-aged and older people maintained an HIIT walking
regimen for 22 months

Weight-Bearing Activities
This advice on fitting fitness into life is familiar: Park in the back of
the parking lot to get more walking in. Take the stairs instead of the
elevator or escalator.
Weight training has been a staple of fitness enthusiasts since
forever. Overhead barbell lifts, in particular, have become widely
popular lately. Weightlifting benefits core muscles, which help with
standing and lifting. It builds muscle and bone density.
Get these benefits by fitting more weight-bearing activities into your
life. Here’s one idea: The next time you run to the store for a 24pack of soda or water, carry it without the cart. Get extra credit for
waiting in line without setting the case down. (Don’t forget to use
proper body mechanics.)

The butterfly counts not months
but moments and has time enough.
– R a bin dr anit h Tag ors

